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ABSTRACT: Fibronectin is a multifunctional glycoprotein (molecular mass,M ) 530 kg/mol) of the extra
cellular matrix (ECM) having a major role in cell adhesion. In physiological conditions, the conformation
of this protein still remains debated and controversial. Here, we present a set of results obtained by scattering
experiments. In “native” conditions, the radius of gyration (Rg ) 15.3 ( 0.3 nm) was determined by
static light scattering as well as small-angle neutron scattering. The hydrodynamic radius (RH ) 11.5(
0.1 nm) was deduced from quasi-elastic light scattering measurements. These results imply a low internal
concentration (M/Rg/H

3 ) compared to that of usual globular proteins. This is also confirmed by the ratio
RH/Rg ) 0.75( 0.02 consistent with a Gaussian chain, whereasRH/Rg ) 1.3 for spherical shaped molecules.
However, adding a denaturing agent (urea 8 M) increasesRg by a factor 2. This means that fibronectin
“native” chain is not either completely unfolded. The average shape of fibronectin conformation was also
probed by small-angle neutron scattering performed for reverse scattering vectorq-1 smaller thanRg (0.2
< q-1 < 15 nm). The measured form factor is in complete agreement with the form factor of a random
string of 56 beads of 5 nm diameter. It rules out the possibility of unfolded chain as well as globular
structures. These results have structural and biological implications as far as ECM organization is concerned.

Fibronectin is a multifunctional glycoprotein expressed by
many different cell types (hepatocytes, fibroblasts, macro-
phages, and leukocytes among others). It is found in plasma
and extracellular matrix (ECM).1 Its main biological func-
tions are based on its affinity for different biological
compounds such as cell surface receptors, ECM proteins
(collagens, heparin, etc), DNA, gangliosides, and immuno-
globulins. In vivo, fibronectin mediates cell adhesion to the
ECM, and contributes to phagocytosis regulation, wound
healing, cell proliferation, differentiation, and locomotion (1).

Fibronectin is composed of two identical polypeptide
subunits covalently linked via two disulfide bonds near their
carboxy termini. Each subunit is made of nearly 2500 amino
acids (molecular weight about 250 000). It consists of the
repetition of 56 modules (1) of three types having a well-
defined structure and a high degree of internal homology.
Modules of type I, II, and III consist of about 45, 60, and
90 amino acids, respectively. The type I modules make up
the NH2-terminal and COOH-terminal ends of the polypep-
tide. Two type-II modules interrupt a row of nine type-I
modules at the NH2-terminus. Fifteen type-III modules, make
up the middle of the polypeptide (1, 2). Type-I, II, and III
modules are also found in many other proteins, type III even
being ubiquitous in animal proteins (3). These modules are
connected together by short polypeptide segments sensitive
to proteinases and are grouped in functional domains that

express specific binding activities (4). The above structure
of fibronectin varies somewhat depending on the cellular
source of the protein. These variations are mainly due to
alternative splicing of the fibronectin mRNA (5).

The three types of modules are globular. Separately, their
structure is known as being mainlyâ-sheet from X-ray and
NMR studies on isolated modules (6-8). However, the
global conformation of fibronectin cannot be assumed from
the folding of the individual isolated modules and, until now,
no success in the crystallization of the whole protein has
been reported. Thus, to understand the relationship between
fibronectin structure and its various adhesive biological
functions, a lot of studies have been performed in solution.

On the overall protein, fluorescence studies show the
existence of hydrophobic domains(9, 10). Circular dichroism
and infrared spectroscopy studies have only detectedâ-sheet
secondary structures (10-12). These results suggest that the
modules within the overall protein retain the same structure
as isolated.

In the absence of X-ray or NMR experimental data about
the whole fibronectin, little is known about its three-
dimensional structure. The molecular shape of fibronectin
in solution has been extensively investigated by several
techniques, but its statistical conformation still remains
debated (13).

The early studies of fibronectin conformation are based
either (1) on a near macroscopic length scale investigation
of hydrodynamic properties (9, 10, 14-16) or static light
scattering properties (17) or (2) on a more local length scale
investigation using circular dichroism or fluorescence spec-
troscopy (9, 10, 18).

The main result of these works is that the conformation
of fibronectin in physiological conditions would imply both
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large length scale flexibility and local order. The emerging
picture is that of a “string of beads”. However, such a
conformation determination is indirect and has been widely
controversial. Thus, several authors have used more ap-
propriate techniques to directly access to this conformation
either (1) in the reciprocal space by small-angle X-ray or
neutron scattering (19) or (2) in the direct space by
microscopy techniques (20-24).

The above results are quite contradictory. Using scattering
techniques, a compact and globular conformation is reported
in physiological conditions. On the opposite, microscopy
studies mainly show a “string of beads”-like conformation
but also either a globular or an extended straight strand
conformation depending on sample preparation.

In addition to the above suggestions, from fluorescence
polarization experiments, another structural model consisting
of two independently rotating disk-shaped subunits has even
been proposed (25). These contradictory suggestions show
the difficulty to validate a model on the basis of a unique
technique. Principally, the difficulty follows from the prob-
able complex fibronectin conformation. To summarize, the
common opinion for the fibronectin conformation in physi-
ological conditions is in favor of the string of beads model.
However, up to now, X-ray and neutron-scattering experi-
ments seem to disagree.

This paper deals with the light-scattering (elastic and quasi-
elastic) and small-angle neutron-scattering study of fibronec-
tin conformation in dilute solution. For a better understand-
ing, results obtained in “native” conditions2 are compared
to those obtained in the presence of denaturing agent (urea
8 M) and to theoretical expectations for globular and ideal
polymer coil conformations (Gaussian statistics). In “native”
conditions, our data show that fibronectin conformation
varies according to the observation length scale: the chain
is Gaussian at large scales and globular at smaller ones. This
pleads unambiguously in favor of the string of beads model
already reported using other techniques. In the presence of
denaturing agents, the global conformation turns to an
excluded volume chain.

The results allow the discussion of the fibronectin con-
formation in terms of its structural and biological implications
as far as ECM organization is concerned.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fibronectin Purification.Fibronectin was purified from
human cryoprecipitated plasma according to a new protocol
developed in our laboratory that yields high quantity and
purity protein (26). This protocol is based on fibronectin
affinities for both gelatin and heparin. Briefly, it consists of
three liquid chromatography steps: a gelatin affinity, fol-
lowed by a heparin affinity, and, finally, another gelatin-
affinity chromatography. All chromatography gels were
purchased from Chisso Corp., Japan. The purity of the
preparation was determined by densitometry analysis of silver
nitrate-stained SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, to
(98.6 ( 1.2)% (w/w). Fibronectin solution in 25 mM, pH
7.4, Tris HCl buffer, containing 0.5 mM EDTA, was

concentrated just before use, using Ultrafree-15 centrifugal
concentrators from Millipore (100 kg/mol cut off). Fibronec-
tin concentrations were determined by optical absorbance
measurements:A280nm

1% ) 12.8 (27).
Samples Preparation.Fibronectin solution, 1 cm3, at

concentration of the order of 10 mg/cm3, was dialyzed (2×
24 h, at room temperature) using a micro dialysis cassette
(Slide-A-Lyzer, 10 000 MW cut off, Pierce, Rockford, IL)
against large volumes (g100 cm3) of solution containing 25
mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 0.5 mM EDTA, and 150 mM NaCl.2

For experiments on denatured protein, 8 M urea was added
to dialysis bath. For neutron-scattering experiments, these
dialyzes were realized using deuterated compounds (water,
Tris, Urea, and DCl, purchased from Eurisotop, Saclay,
France).

Scattering Experiments. (1) Fundamentals of Elastic Light
Scattering and Small-Angle Neutron Scattering.The basic
principles (28) of elastic light scattering and small-angle
neutron scattering are essentially identical. An incident plane
wave of wavelengthλ0 is scattered by the elementary
scatterers (monomers of a macromolecule, small solvent
molecules, ...). The interference pattern is measured as a
function of the scattering vectorq ) 4π/λ× sin(θ/2) with θ
the scattering angle andλ the actual wavelength in the
medium (for light scatteringλ ) λ0/n with n the refractive
index of the sample). For macromolecules in solution, after
data treatment (29) one accesses to the quantityΣ̃(q), which
only reflects the macromolecules contribution to the scattered
intensity. For neutronicians,Σ̃(q) is the “coherent scattering
cross-section per unit volume” usually named “excess
Rayleigh ratio” by light-scattering experimentalists. Very
generally, one has

whereΣ̃(q) is expressed in centimeters-1; C (g/cm3) is the
concentration;M (g/mol) the molecular mass of the macro-
molecules in solution;K2 (mol cm2 g-2) is the contrast factor.
The scattering functionS(q) expresses the interference of
waves scattered by monomers belonging to the same
macromolecule but also to different macromolecules. The
intramolecular termP(q) is the form factor of the macro-
molecules:P(q) ) (1/N2)∑n)1

N ∑m)1
N 〈eiq(rm-rm)〉, N being the

number of monomers of the macromolecule andr their
position vectors. The brackets mean an average over all the
possible conformations. For free rotating macromolecules,
an average over all orientations leads to

with rn,m ) |r n - rm|. At smallq (qrn,m < 1), one obtains the
Guinier formulaP(q) ) 1 - q2Rg

2/3+ ..., whereRg
2 ) (1/

2N2)∑n)1
N ∑m)1

N 〈rn,m
2 〉 is the averaged square radius of gyra-

tion of the macromolecule. In the Guinierq-range (qRg <
1), due to the average over all the orientations, the macro-
molecules are viewed as spherically symmetrical. In that case,
the scattering functionS(q) can be factorized into the product
of P(q) and of the structure factorG(q). This last factor is
directly linked to the osmotic compressibilitykT(C/M)[C(dπ/
dC)]-1, with π the osmotic pressure of the solution andkT

2 In this paper, the term “native condition” is used for conciseness.
It means that the protein is prepared in nondenaturing conditions and
is in solution at pH 7.4 and [NaCl] 150 mM. These conditions
correspond to pH and ionic strength of physiological plasma.

Σ̃(q) ) K2CMS(q) (1)

P(q) )
1

N2
∑
n)1

N

∑
m)1

N 〈sin(qrn,m)

qrn,m
〉 (2)
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the thermal energy. For macromolecules in weak interaction,
a virial expansion of the osmotic pressure can be used:π )
πcf0(1 + MA2C + ...), with MA2 the two bodies interaction
term. Finally,

At zero q, elastic-scattering experiments are sensitive to
the osmotic compressibility of the solution, i.e., a macro-
scopic property. In this limit, the macromolecules are
pointlike. For increasingq, the size of the macromolecules
is beginning to emerge, allowing the radius of gyration to
be determined. Actually, the scattering vectorq acts as the
magnifying of a microscope. For even higherq value (qRg

> 1 in dilute solution), the intermolecular interference term
can be neglected and scattering experiments are only sensitive
to the form factorP(q), reflecting the internal conformation
of a single macromolecule.

Exact calculation of the form factor can be performed only
in a few cases. For instance, a sphere of radiusR givesP(q)
) [3 × (sin(qR) - qR cos(qR))/(qR)3]2, with characteristic
oscillations atqR > 1, which come down to a strongq-4

dependence of the scattered intensity using low-resolution
spectrometers (as small angle neutron scattering spectrom-
eters). Note that such an oscillation smoothing can also be
due to a size distribution of the spheres. Finally, the sphere
form factor can be viewed as a reference and generic
behavior for dense and compact structures, theq-4 behavior
being the signature of a sharp interface between the inner
and outer parts of the macromolecule. Another borderline
case, which is valuable to consider for comparison with
experiment, is the ideal polymer chain obeying to Gaussian
statistics. Ideal chain corresponds to a random walk ofN
steps of lengthb. Its radius of gyrationRg is known as being
equal to Nb2/6. For observation length scalesq-1 large
enough compared tob, the form factor of the ideal chain
obeys to the Debye functionP(q) ) (2/x2)(e-x - 1 + x)
with x ) q2Rg

2. At qRg > 1, the Debye function displays a
characteristicq-2 dependence reflecting the random walk
fractal dimension equal to 2. However, in good solvent
condition, the polymer is swelled due to excluded volume
interactions. In that case, the chain conformation rather
corresponds to a self-avoiding random walk leading to aq-1.7

dependence of the form factor.
(2) Quasi-Elastic Light Scattering.Concentration fluctua-

tions within the scattering volume result in scattered intensity
fluctuations. Thus, computing the time-dependent correlation
function of the scattered intensity (30) yields the time-
dependent structure factorS(q,t). At large length scalesq-1,
compared to the radius of gyrationRg of macromolecules,
only their translational motion contributes to concentration
fluctuations. If only one species of macromolecule is in
solution, the relaxation function of concentration fluctuations
is a single exponential with a characteristic time correspond-
ing to that needed for a macromolecule to cover aq-2 area
through Brownian motion.S(q,t) can thus be written asS(q,t)
) e-Dq2t, with D the diffusion coefficient of the macromol-
ecules. According to the Stockes-Einstein relation, the

diffusion coefficient is inversely proportional to the hydro-
dynamic radiusRH, i.e., the radius of the sphere which would
encounter the same friction,RH ) kT/6πηD. For spheres,
e.g., polymers having a globular and compact structure,RH

is equal to the radius of the spherex5/3Rg. However, for
polymer chains in the Zimm limit of hydrodynamic interac-
tions between monomers,RH is an average value, the
calculation (31) of which differing from that ofRg. Actually,
1/RH ) (1/2N2)∑n)1

N ∑m)1
N 〈1/rn,m〉. The different way of

averaging forRg andRH is the source of different integration
constants for both radii leading to a ratioRH/Rg bearing
information on the chain statistical conformation. For
instance,RH/Rg ) 0.80 for an ideal Gaussian chain andRH/
Rg ) 0.64 for excluded volume chain (32). However, these
values correspond to asymptotical behaviors that are observed
for sufficiently long chains, whereas for shorter chains,
smaller ratios are found experimentally and explained
theoretically (33).

(3) Experiment Setup and Measurement Conditions.Light-
scattering experiments were performed using vertically
polarized Argon gas laser of wavelengthλ0 ) 488 nm.
Scattered intensity is measured in the horizontal plane at
different scattering angle from 20 to 150°. The total scattered
intensity per scattering volume unit of toluene taken as
reference is measured to be independent of the scattering
angle within 1% error bars. The Rayleigh ratio of toluene is
equal toRtoluene) 42.7× 10-6 cm-1. The refractive index
n0 of urea solutions was measured using an Abbe refratom-
eter: n0 ) 1.333× (1 + 6.52× 10-3 [urea]), with [urea] in
moles per liter. The refractive index increment dn/dC of
fibronectin cannot be easily measured in our case because
these measurements should be performed in a concentrated
regime and thus should require a large amount of protein.
From literature, the refractive index increment of proteins
in water is (dn/dC)water ) 0.200 cm3 g-1 at λ0 ) 488 nm. In
the case of proteins in urea solutions, no value of dn/dC is
available to our knowledge. Thus, we have calculated the
refractive index increment following the equation

where F ) 1.39 g/cm3 is the fibronectin density (9) and
∆n8Murea/water) 0.067 is the difference between the refractive
index of an 8 M urea solution and pure water. Such equation
is based on a mixing law argument. It gives (dn/dC)8Murea)
0.152 cm3 g-1. The light-scattering contrast factor

whereNa is the Avogadro’s number, was thus calculated as
equal to 8.22× 10-7cm2 g-2 mol for protein in water and to
5.23× 10-7cm2 g-2 mol for protein in 8 M urea solutions.
Quasi-elastic light-scattering measurements were performed
computing the time-dependent autocorrelation function of
the scattered intensity with a Malvern 7032 correlator. The
viscosityη of urea solutions was measured at 20°C using
an Ubbelohde capillary viscometer:η(cp) ) 1.0309× (1
+ 0.0475 [urea]).

Σ̃(q)qRg<1,MA2C<1

C
)

K2M(1 -
q2Rg

2

3
+ ...)(1-2MA2C + ...) (3)

(dn
dC)8Murea

)
F(dn

dC)water
- ∆n8Murea/water

F

K2 ) (2πn0

λ0
2Na

× dn
dC)2
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Small-angle neutron-scattering measurements were per-
formed with the PACE spectrometer at the Laboratoire Le´on
Brillouin. To cover the widestq-range, three configurations
(distance from sample to multidetector/wavelength) were
used: 4.7 m/15 Å, 2.3 m/5 Å, and 0.6 m/4 Å. Initial data
treatment was carried out following Cotton (29). The contrast
factorK2 was calculated following Jacrot (34). For fibronectin
in D2O, K2 ) 1.10× 10-3cm2 g-2 mol assuming that 80%
of labile hydrogens is actually exchanged (35). For fibronec-
tin in D2O/8 M urea, K2 ) 1.22 × 10-3 cm2 g-2 mol
assuming that all labile hydrogens are exchanged.

RESULTS

Scattered Intensity at qf0. Light-scattering experiments
were performed on fibronectin solutions in the presence of
salt (150 mM NaCl) for protein concentrationC between
0.2 and 10 mg/cm3. Theq-dependent scattered intensity was
analyzed using eq 3. The values of radii of gyration are
discussed below. Extrapolation to zeroq of the scattering
cross-section leads to the apparent molecular mass of the
protein in solution: Mapp ) Σ̃(qf0,C)/K2C ) M × (1-
2MA2C). Results are plotted in Figure 1, for fibronectin in
“native” conditions and in the presence of 8 M urea,
respectively. First, note that error bars are much more
important for measurements performed in “native” condition
than for 8 M urea solutions. In the former case, the very
smallq dependence (small radius of gyration) of the scattered
intensity is responsible for the inaccuracy of the zeroq
extrapolation. However, the apparent molecular massMapp

is found to be concentration independent in “native” condi-
tions, i.e., the second virial is unmeasurable and near zero.
In presence of 8 M urea, the apparent molecular massMapp

is strongly sensitive to concentration. The second virial
coefficient deduced from the slope ofMapp vs C is equal to

In terms of concentration, 1/MA2 is the concentration at
which proteins strongly interact and are not any more in a
dilute regime. This concentration is equal to 1/MA2 ) 17
mg/cm3.

Extrapolation to zero concentration of the apparent mo-
lecular mass leads to the actual molecular mass of fibronectin
deduced from our measurements. One obtainsM ) (570(
50) kg/mol in “native” conditions andM ) (590( 30) kg/
mol in 8 M urea. These measurements are in rather good
agreement with the value 530 kg/mol calculated from the
fibronectin primary structure. This calculated value is actually
increased by the glycosylation that is of the order of 4% of
the molecular mass (1). The value measured with urea is
slightly higher than the expected molecular mass, but this
can be imputed to our calculation of refractive index
increment.

Radius of Gyration.In the Guinier range (qRg < 1), the
radius of gyrationRg of fibronectin can be determined from
the q dependence of the scattered intensity. In the case of
“native” fibronectin,Rg is found to have a small value with
respect to the light-scatteringq-range, leading to a weakq
dependence of light-scattered intensity (see eq 3). On the
contrary,Rg is found to have a high value with respect to
small-angle neutron-scatteringq-range, leading to a reduced
Guinier range. However, the use of both techniques gives a

good estimate ofRg. In Figure 2, the scattering cross-section
per concentration unit,Mapp(q) ) Σ̃(q)/K2C, is plotted as a
function of the scattering vectorq. This figure contains both
results obtained by light scattering (at a concentrationC )
6.7 × 10-3 g/cm3) and neutron scattering (C ) 7.1 × 10-3

g/cm3). The data are expressed in units (g/mol) accounting
for the different contrast factor of both techniques. In the
overlappingq-range of both measurements, one notes a fair
superposition of data, making us confident in the measure-
ments performed. Classically, the curvature of the scattering

MA2,8Murea) (58 ( 5) cm3/g

FIGURE 1: Apparent molecular massMapp ) Σ̃(q f 0,C)/K2C,
deduced from light scattered intensity measurements, vs concentra-
tion, C. In “native” conditions (]), Mapp is constant within
experimental accuracy, i.e., the second virial coefficient (MA2) is
unmeasurable. In 8 M urea solution ([), the second virial coefficient
deduced from the slope of the straight line is equal to MA2,8 M urea
) (58 ( 5) cm3/g.

FIGURE 2: Scattering cross section per concentration unit and
contrast unit,Mapp(q) ) Σ̃(q)/K2C, as a function of scattering vector
q, for fibronectin in “native” condition. Diamonds correspond to
light scattering measurements and circles to small-angle neutron
scattering measurements. Atqf0, Mapp is equal to the molecular
mass of fibronectin.

Statistical Conformation of Fibronectin Biochemistry, Vol. 39, No. 17, 20005149



profile corresponds to scattering vectors of the order of 1/Rg.
To have a more accurate determination ofRg, light-scattering
data have been fitted using the Zimm approximation,Σ̃qf0/Σ̃
) [1 + (qRg)2/3] (Figure 3), and the Calmettes’ approxima-
tion (36), Σ̃qf0/Σ̃ ) [1 + 0.359(qRg)2.206/3] (Figure 3, inset),
which is known to linearize the Debye function up toqRg =
4. The two approximations lead to the same radius of
gyration within error bars:Rg ) (15.1( 0.1) nm. The above

value ofRg reduces so much the Guinier range that it is not
possible to fit small-angle neutron-scattering data using the
Zimm approximation with the constraintqRg < 1. However,
the 1/Σ̃ vs q2.206 representation allows us to fit the data (see
Figure 4) yielding Rg ) (15.6 ( 0.2) nm. The values
determined using the two scattering techniques are in good
agreement. In addition, no systematic dependence ofRg on
concentration has been brought out, within error bars in the
concentration range here studied (C < 15 mg/cm3). Finally,
the mean value is

In presence of 8 M urea, an increase of the radius of
gyration is observed. In Figure 5, the normalized inverse
light-scattered intensityΣ̃qf0/Σ̃ as a function ofq2 is plotted
and compared to measurements obtained for the “native”
protein. The increasing slope in the presence of urea gives
evidence for the increase ofRg. In 8 M urea solutions, the
radius is too high to be measured with small-angle neutron
scattering. The value measured by light scattering is con-
centration dependent, i.e., sensitive on protein-protein
interactions. In Figure 6, the measured values are plotted as
a function of protein concentration. The linear behavior
allows us to extrapolate the apparentRg values to zero
concentration, leading to the actual size of fibronectin in 8
M urea:

Quasi-Elastic Light Scattering.Quasi-elastic light-scat-
tering measurements were performed in “native” solutions
and 8 M urea solution. In both conditions, the dynamical
structure factor measured at different scattering angles can
be rescaled usingtq2 as variable. Without any data fit, this

FIGURE 3: Reverse scattering cross-section per concentration unit
and contrast unit, 1/Mapp(q) ) K2C/Σ̃(q) vsq2 (Zimm approximation)
and vsq2.206 (see inset, Calmettes’ approximation). Measurements
performed by light scattering for fibronectin in “native” condition
at a concentrationC ) 6.7 mg/cm3. Straight lines correspond to
linear fits. Both approximations leads to the same radius of gyration
Rg ) (15.1( 0.1) nm and to the molecular massMapp,qf0 ) (570
( 10) kg/mol.

FIGURE 4: Reverse scattering cross-section per concentration unit
and contrast unit, 1/Mapp(q) ) K2C/Σ̃(q), measured by small angle
neutron scattering for fibronectin in “native” condition at a
concentrationC ) 14 mg/cm3, as a function ofq2.206 (Calmettes’
approximation). Straight line corresponds to a linear fit leading to
the same radius of gyrationRg ) (15.6( 0.2) nm as that measured
by light scattering and to the molecular massMapp,qf0 ) (545 (
10) kg/mol.

FIGURE 5: Normalized inverse light scattered intensityΣ̃qf0/Σ̃ as
a functionq2 for “native” fibronectin in “native” conditions (])
and in a presence 8 M urea ([). Measurement performed at
concentrationC ) 7.1 mg/cm3 for “native” protein and in a more
dilute solution (C ) 1.46 mg/cm3) for denatured protein because
of the higher second virial coefficient. Straight lines correspond to
the corresponding Zimm approximation fits:Σ̃qf0/Σ̃ ) 1 + q2 ×
Rg

2/3.

Rg,“native” ) (15.3( 0.2) nm

Rg,8Murea) (30 ( 1) nm
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gives evidence that a diffusion process is probed. In Figure
7, S(q,t) is plotted as a function oftq2/η. The time axis is
divided by the solvent viscosityη in order to get free of
trivial effects due to the different viscosities of the two
solvents. In log-linear scale, the linear behavior ofS(q,t)
clearly indicates the simple exponential relaxation ensuring
that no aggregation takes place. Thus, in this representation,
the slope is equal toDη ) kT/6πRH, with D the diffusion
coefficient andRH the hydrodynamic radius of fibronectin
differing in “native” conditions and 8 M urea solution (see
inset of Figure 7). The averaged values of the hydrodynamic
radius are

In both conditions, no significant concentration effect was
observed on measurements. This can be explained by a well-
known cancellation of hydrodynamic and thermodynamic
interactions that operate with opposite signs in the expression
of the diffusion coefficient (31).

Small-Angle Neutron Scattering.To probe the internal
conformation of fibronectin, the neutron-scattering intensity
of fibronectin solutions was collected in a wideq-range
corresponding to length scales: 0.2< q-1 (nm) < 30. In
this q-range and in dilute solution, the intermolecular
contribution to the scattering function can be neglected, and
the normalized scattering cross-sectionΣ̃(q)/Σ̃qf0 gives a
good approximation of the form factor. In Figure 8,Σ̃(q)/
Σ̃qf0 is plotted as a function ofqRg for “native” and denatured
protein, respectively. At zeroq, the two curves tend to one
because of normalization. Such normalization is needed for
the comparison of the curves. Actually, accounting for the
contrast factors (which differ with and without urea) and for
the concentration, the two curves should join the value
corresponding to the molecular mass of fibronectin, which
remains unchanged with urea addition. However, due to the

second virial coefficient that is nonzero with urea, this is
not quite correct, and at zero,q Σ̃(q)/K2C tends only to an
apparent molecular mass. Normalization allows us to get free
of such an effect. Nevertheless, the two curves differ strongly
in the wholeq-range. In 8 M urea solution, the form factor
at qRg > 1 displays a power law behavior over more than
one decade. The corresponding exponent is equal to 1.7 as
expected for a completely unfolded protein. In “native”
solution, no power law is observed; the form factor does
not show the characteristics of scattering by polymers neither
in coil nor in globular conformation. The form factor is much

FIGURE 6: Apparent radius of gyrationRg as a function of protein
concentration,C, for fibronectin solutions in the presence of 8 M
urea (150 mM NaCl). The straight line is a linear fit leading to the
extrapolated valueRg,8 M urea) (30 ( 1) nm at zero concentration.

RH,“native” ) (11.5( 0.1) nm

RH,8M-urea) (18.3( 0.3) nm

FIGURE 7: Dynamical structure factorS(q,t) as a function of the
reduced variabletq2/η, wheret is the time,q the scattering vector,
andη the solvent viscosity. Measurements performed in “native”
conditions (“native” protein,C ) 7.1 mg/cm3) and in 8 M urea
solution (denatured protein,C ) 3.5 mg/cm3) at three different
scattering angles (see legend). The slope of the curves correspond
to D × η ) kT/6πRH, whereD is the diffusion coefficient andRH
the hydrodynamic radius. In the inset the productD × η is plotted
as a function ofq.

FIGURE 8: Reduced scattering cross-sectionΣ̃/Σ̃qf0 of “native”
fibronectin [C ) 14 mg/cm3 (O)] and urea 8 M denatured
fibronectin [C ) 6 mg/cm3 (2)] measured by small-angle neutron
scattering as a function ofqRg.
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more complex and will be discussed in details in the next
section.

DISCUSSION

To elucidate the “native” fibronectin conformation, com-
parison with the denatured conformation is useful. Our results
give evidence for an increase of both hydrodynamic radius
and radius of gyration with 8 M urea addition, i.e., with
respect to a completely unfolded conformation. The hydro-
dynamic radius increases by a factor of 1.6, whereas the
radius of gyration increases by a factor of 2. That means the
volume occupied by a protein molecule is increased by a
factor of 23 when unfolded. To compare the different results,
let us define the protein concentration inside a protein coil
or protein globule asC* ) M/(4/3πRg

3). One obtainsC* =
64 mg/cm3 for fibronectin in “native” conditions andC* =
8.4 mg/cm3 for the unfolded fibronectin. For globular proteins
the valueF ) 1370 mg/cm3 is usually reported (37) for the
density. This value leads toC* = 2950 mg/cm3 for a globular
protein and using our above definition ofC* (C* andF differ
by a factorx5/33). Such a direct comparison would indi-
cate that “native” fibronectin adopts neither an unfolded nor
a globular conformation.

Examination of the ratioRH/Rg gives a first indication for
the conformation of the protein. The valueRH/Rg ) 0.61(
0.03 observed for denatured fibronectin is not very far from
the value of 0.64 expected for excluded volume chain. As
for the valueRH/Rg ) 0.75 ( 0.02 observed in “native”
conditions, it indicates clearly that “native” fibronectin is
certainly not globular (RH/Rg ) 1.3 for spheres). Such a ratio
is much more compatible with a coil structure allowing a
partial solvent-free draining through its volume. The ratio
RH/Rg is just below the asymptotic value expected for ideal
infinite polymer chains and significantly higher than the value
expected in the case of excluded volume chain. Actually,
this result is compatible with the zero second virial coefficient
measured in “native” conditions.

The results discussed above would indicate that “native”
fibronectin adopts a coillike conformation but also that it is
not completely unfolded. This is quite compatible with the
string of beads model already reported in the literature. To
check this model, the corresponding form factor has been
calculated. The simplest model accounting for this conforma-
tion corresponds to an ideal linear chain made of the 56
modules of fibronectin. Assuming a spherical shape for each
module, the form factor can be rigorously factorized in two
terms: the form factorPRW(q) of a random walk of 56 unit
length steps and the form factor of a spherical module of
radius1/2:

This is equivalent for a single macromolecule to the
factorization of the scattering function in a form factor and
a structure factor accounting for the position of the centers
of mass. Such a factorization is often used in the case of
many particles problem (28) and is applied here in our case:
PRW(q) being equivalent to the structure factor of modules.
Unfortunately, exact calculation ofPRW(q) cannot be achieved,

especially due to the small number of steps leading to a radius
of gyration not far from the steps length. Thus, computation
of PRW(q) was performed using a Monte Carlo method: (1)
a random walk is generated; (2) its form factor is calculated
and averaged over all possible orientations following eq 2;
and (3) stages 1 and 2 are reiterated in order to average the
corresponding form factor.

The result is plotted in Figure 9 and compared to small-
angle neutron measurements for “native” fibronectin and
theoretical expectations for sphere and Debye’s function of
same radius of gyration. One can see that the sphere form
factor does not at all fit the data atqRg > 1, whereas the
Debye function accounts for the data up toqRg ) 5. On the
other hand, the string of beads model nicely fits the data up
to qRg = 20. It is important to note that this latter fit is
obtained without any adjustable parameter.

At qRg > 20, measurement is sensitive to the actual shape
of the modules: (1) these modules are of three different types
and sizes; (2) they are presumably not spherical but rather
elliptic; and (3) they are linked together by small spacer
peptide chains. All these refinements are not taken into
consideration and this is the reason for the discrepancy
between measurement and the model at highq. Accounting
for point 1 would result in smoothing the oscillations of the
model form factor at highq, in better agreement with
measurement. Accounting for the elliptic shape of the module
would be the most efficient modification of the model. But
this is not easy to achieve because factorization of the form
factor following eq 4 would not be allowed. Finally, point 3
can be easily achieved in a first approximation taking a
smaller average radius of gyration for the modules. In eq 4,
this radius is taken to be equal to the half of the step length
and this implies modules in contact. Finally, all these
refinements would introduce at least three adjustable pa-
rameters (size distribution of modules and longitudinal and
transverse radii) contrary to our model that has none.

P(q) ) PRW(q) × [3 × (sin(q2) - q
2

cos(q2))
(q2)3 ]2

(4)

FIGURE 9: Reduced scattering cross-sectionΣ̃/Σ̃qf0 of “native”
fibronectin (C ) 14 mg/cm3) measured by small-angle neutron
scattering as a function ofqRg. Measurement is compared to the
form factor of a sphere (lower curve), to the form factor of an ideal
chain made of infinitely small monomers [Debye function (upper
curve)], and to our calculation of the form factor for a string of 56
beads (intermediate curve).
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The validity of the string of beads model can be also
checked considering the average size of the modules deduced
from the model. The classical radius of gyration of a random
walk leads in our case toRg ) bx56/6, with b the step
length. Comparison with the valueRg ) 15.3 nm measured
for the fibronectin yieldsb/2 ) 2.5 nm for the average radius
of modules (Rg module ) (b/2)/x5/3 ) 1.9 nm). This is in
good agreement with the overall lengthb ) 4 nm of type
III modules deduced from crystallography data (38).

CONCLUSION

Our main result is that fibronectin in “native” conditions
has a string of beads conformation, i.e., it is globular at small
length scales and obeys to Gaussian statistics at larger ones.
This statistical conformation is the starting point to discuss
biological implications as far as ECM organization is
concerned. The ECM is a gellike network of various proteins,
i.e., a network resulting from weak or covalent bonds
between the chains, fibronectin being the major functional
protein. Its functional properties result from its affinities for
a number of biological macromolecules. For instance, in vivo,
fibronectin mediates cell adhesion to the ECM and regulates
cell proliferation and differentiation (1). Clearly, the fi-
bronectin Gaussian conformation at large length scales makes
easier the access of amino acids all along the flexible chain
for other ligands. Moreover, the number of possible confor-
mations of a Gaussian chain and their fluctuations are much
more important compared to a globular conformation. This
leads to a better adaptability for associations. At the same
time, fibronectin is stable, with respect to proteinase hy-
drolysis, because of its globular conformation at small length
scales. The ability to fulfill these functions results from its
particular statistical conformation: fibronectin is not globular,
unlike most intracellular or body fluid proteins. However,
besides the helical collagens, many ECM proteins present
modular structures composed of repeated globular domains,
similar to that of fibronectin (this is the case for vitronectin,
laminin, and tenascin). The “string of beads” conformation
could thus correspond to a widespread protein conformation
in the ECM.

In this paper, the fibronectin conformation was studied in
dilute solution at pH and ionic strength corresponding
roughly to that of blood plasma. Note that, in the ECM,
fibronectin concentration is presumably higher, allowing
fibronectin self-association. In addition, fibronectin associates
with many other ECM constituents, most of them being less
flexible than fibronectin. Finally, in the ECM, the ionic
strength is presumably higher than in the plasma because of
the high polyelectrolyte concentration. The conformation of
fibronectin in the ECM is probably affected by these different
physicochemical conditions. Investigations in these condi-
tions would be fruitful for biological understanding of the
ECM organization and function.

Finally, note that no crystallization of the whole fibronectin
has been reported in the literature. At first sight, this could
be due to the high molecular weight of this protein, which
increases the difficulty to achieve crystallization, but one has
to note that crystallization has been already achieved for
much bigger and less-studied proteins than fibronectin [for
instance, it is the case of earthworm hemoglobin which has
a 4 × 106 g/mol molecular weight (39)]. In our opinion, a

secondary consequence of our result is that the random
conformation of fibronectin prevents crystallization.
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